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Introduction 

There are many cost elements that should be assessed when calculating the total cost of ownership (TCO) 
for a load testing solution. Since every organization’s testing requirements are different, you need to take 
into account the specific context of your performance and load testing process and environment in order to 
calculate a realistic cost profile most relevant to your organization. 

NeoLoad Overview 

Neotys® NeoLoad® is not only a lower cost alternative to MicroFocus’ LoadRunner™, NeoLoad is a more 
efficient and faster load and performance testing tool for web, mobile, and other digital applications. This is 
especially true for applications developed in fast-paced environments practicing Agile or DevOps 
methodologies. 

How NeoLoad is Different from LoadRunner 

Faster Test Design 
Most testing tools (including LoadRunner) include a GUI with record/playback capabilities that require some 
coding to further customize scripts.  
 
NeoLoad is different from other load testing solutions in the market because there’s no coding required. In 
addition, NeoLoad facilitates automatic execution of correlations at the end of each recording. 
Parameterization and randomization of variables takes just a few clicks, and logical actions are all drag-and-
drop. Former LoadRunner customers tell us that using NeoLoad results in up to 10 times faster test design 
compared to what they were used to. 
 

Easier Script Maintenance Leverages Automation 
LoadRunner users know how long it takes to maintain scripts that break whenever their applications 
change. What good is running automated performance tests if your scripts break, and your fixing effort takes 
forever? 
 
That’s why NeoLoad provides a user path update feature allowing you to update a designed script with a 
quick recording, automatically retaining variable extractors; this makes the script maintenance process 
significantly faster so that performance testing can keep pace with current Continuous 
Integration/Continuous Deployment environments. 
 

Better Support for Web Technologies 
Neotys has a consistent track record for enhancing NeoLoad with new web protocol support – months 
(sometimes years) ahead of LoadRunner. This improves TCO because you don’t have to spend time and 
resources hand-coding a workaround to include these new technologies as they become available – 
NeoLoad supports them out-of-the box. Of course, the hallmark of a great load testing tool is not just its 
ability to incorporate a particular technology; it’s how well your tool is able to test it. 
 
The majority of current NeoLoad customers were once LoadRunner users who made the switch because 
NeoLoad was able to more accurately capture and replay traffic from applications utilizing technologies like 
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HTTP/2, WebSocket, GWT, Oracle Forms, Flex, and adaptive bitrate streaming1. 
 

Out-of-box Support for Mobile Applications 
NeoLoad natively offers the ability to perform proxy recording for mobile applications, device simulation and 
network virtualization, with geo-realism from the Cloud to simulate real world mobile network conditions 
under load. Unlike with LoadRunner, there is no expensive mobile add-on package to buy with NeoLoad. 
More importantly, because mobile is fully integrated into NeoLoad, you don’t lose mobile simulation set-up 
time inherent with LoadRunner. You can even run tests with virtual mobile users on your web applications 
with just a few clicks. 
 

Lower Up-Front and Ongoing Costs 
The cost of a NeoLoad license is typically one-quarter of that which you will pay for LoadRunner’s, even 
when you factor in LoadRunner’s standard discounting practices. Combine this with the ongoing savings 
and game-changing efficiency gains you get with NeoLoad, the return on investment is significantly higher 
for NeoLoad vs. LoadRunner. 
 

Comparing Overall Costs and Other TCO Elements 

The licensing fee is the most obvious element of overall cost roll-up, but for true apples-to-apples 
comparison, your cost should be considered over a period of 5-years, and should include all software 
modules required to efficiently test your applications – technology modules, mobile testing, and cloud 
testing.   
 
Comprehensive analysis should also include user training costs, as well as the ongoing cost of software 
ownership – maintenance and the time associated with usage. Over time, each of the solution elements 
(upfront/one-time, ongoing/usage, and maintenance costs) can contribute significantly to the overall cost of 
ownership. We will review the various assumptions and calculations later in this document as part of the 
“COMPETITIVE PRICING AND TCO EXAMPLES” section. 
 
Speed of Test Design and Test Maintenance  
NeoLoad customers often tell us the best part of using the product is that they are able to execute more 
performance testing in less time. Most testing tools, including LoadRunner, have a GUI with record and 
playback capabilities that require some coding to further customize scripts. NeoLoad is different because 
there’s no coding required at all, even for complex applications. The payoff? Customers tell us they’re 5x 
faster at designing tests than they were with LoadRunner.  
 
Any regular LoadRunner user knows just how long it takes to maintain scripts that break any time their 
applications change. What good is running automated performance tests if your scripts break and it takes 
forever to fix them? That’s why NeoLoad allows you to update a designed script with a quick recording and 
automatically keep variable extractors, think times, SLAs, logical actions, JavaScript, validations and more 
from the original user path design. This makes the script maintenance process twenty (20) times faster so 
that performance testing can actually keep pace in Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment 
environments. 
 

                                            
1 See a full list of supported technologies at https://www.neotys.com/technologies 
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Cost of Software Maintenance 
One ongoing cost element to be considered when looking at TCO is the investment associated with the 
deployment of regular updates to your load testing software to maintain its fully operational condition. This 
includes customer support costs – the time your testing team spends in communication with the vendors’ 
support team solving issues.  
 
The actual cost of annual maintenance and support is lower for NeoLoad than for LoadRunner. And, when 
you consider the ease with which NeoLoad enables updated version upgrades, the cost of resources spent 
maintaining the software is also reduced. 
 
Cost of Product Training 
In Agile and DevOps environments, it’s becoming commonplace for developers to be involved with load 
testing. This means there’s more staff outside of QA whom will have to be trained on load testing – a 
variable cost consideration dictated by the number of people who will utilize the tool. For comparison, 
NeoLoad training is three days duration vs. five days for LoadRunner training, and at a lower cost than for 
LoadRunner. 
 
Cost of Script Migration  
If you’re existing LoadRunner user, in order to realize the benefits of NeoLoad productivity, you must first 
migrate current test scripts to NeoLoad. This investment value will depend upon the number of scripts 
requiring migration, their complexity. Simple LoadRunner test scripts are typically migrated in less than an 
hour; while more advanced scripts may involve complex user paths resulting in anywhere between several 
hours to a full day.   
 
For those who have migrated to NeoLoad, we continue to hear that they were able to do so quickly and 
easily, even with the migration of a large number of LoadRunner scripts. See the “COMPETITIVE PRICING 
AND TCO EXAMPLES” section for TCO assumptions. 
 
Should customers wish to offload the migration effort, Neotys also offers turnkey migration services as part 
of our Professional Services offerings. 
 

Calculating TCO for Performance Testing Solutions 

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is a common a way of gaining insight into what the real costs associated with 
purchasing, deploying, and maintaining software over time. While there are some variations in how TCO is 
calculated for certain circumstances, it is usually calculated as follows: 
 

TCO = Sum of (Initial/Upfront Costs + Ongoing Costs + Maintenance Costs) over time period  
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How Your Testing Solution Shapes the TCO  
When calculating a TCO for your testing solution, the different cost elements need to be quantified for your 
organization, based on your needs and usage. This should take into account the following factors: 

• Your Current Load Testing Tooling and Ecosystem 

o Are you replacing an incumbent solution such as LoadRunner? Or, 
o Are you looking, for the first time, for a best-in-breed solution? 

• Nature of Testing/Company and Team Size 

o Small vs. large/mid-sized company (impacts the number of testers, licensing, test projects) 
o Volume of VUs required (typically in range of 1000/20,000) 

• Technology Context 

o Infrastructure available for testing (E.g. shared, dedicated testing and pre-production) 
o Load generation location – Cloud/on-premise 
o Mobile/web application testing capability 
o Is your organization comfortable using Cloud-based and/or SaaS resources/tools? 

 

Specific Assumptions Used for Example TCO Calculations  
The following TCO calculations were made using these reasonable approximations and assumptions 
 

CDaily = Staff salary cost/day $411 
Awd = Average workdays/year 260 
SFTE = Testing staff annual salary2 $150,000 
Applications tested 10 
Tests run/app/day 1 
Build and test frequency Daily (5x per week) 
New test design frequency Daily (5x per week) 

  

                                            
2 USA-based, all-in cost including benefits 
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Competitive Pricing and TCO Examples 

Ongoing Operational Cost Comparison 
While the actual time and costs of test execution are approximately the same whether with NeoLoad or 
LoadRunner, the process of test design is significantly faster (and thus less expensive) using NeoLoad. In fact, 
NeoLoad customers tell us that they are able to design tests about 5x faster using NeoLoad, because of all 
the time-saving features and extensive automation built into it,  
 

 
LoadRunner NeoLoad 

 New test design time (tests designed/day)3 1 5 

Design tests 5x 
faster, less 
expensively with 
NeoLoad 

Cost to design new test (1 Staff) $411 $82 
Average total number of new tests  

designed/week 50 50 

Total Number of new tests designed/year 250 250 

Total costs of all new test designs/week  $20,548 $4,110 

Annualized test design costs $1,027,397 $205,479 
 

  

                                            
3 Source: reported by NeoLoad customers 
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Example 1: Three-Year Total Cost of Ownership Break-Down & Cost/Time Savings4 
The following cost example illustrates the comparative costs when deciding to replace an existing load 
testing tool (like LoadRunner) as the incumbent solution, with NeoLoad. 

Upfront/One-time Costs (Displacing LoadRunner) 

Cost Element 
LoadRunner  

Cost 
NeoLoad  Cost5 

Perpetual license   N/A   $   127,805  
Annual maintenance  $      64,400   $     34,082  

  
Deployment time (days) 

N/A 
15 

Deployment staff cost (overhead x days)  $        8,654  
  

FTE product training (days) 

N/A 

3  
FTE training overhead/trainee  
(salary/FTE) 

 $        1,233  

Onsite product training  $        9,875  
Total training cost/FTE  $      11,108  

          
Total number of applications 

 N/A  

10  
Number of scripts/application 20  
Number of scripts to be migrated 200  
Hours to migrate average script of medium complexity 1.5  
Total hours staff time for migration 133  
Hourly cost using assumed fully loaded annual cost $72 
One-time script migration cost  $        9,590  

  
Total of Perpetual License cost, prepaid maintenance, migration, 
training and deployment costs for Year 1  $   64,400   $    88,994  

Three-Year Total Cost of Ownership Calculation  

 
LoadRunner NeoLoad NeoLoad 

Savings6 
 

Year 1 Cost of 
Ownership  

$1,091,797 $311,514 $780,283 

Upfront/One-time costs +  1/3 
of NeoLoad license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

Year 2 Cost of 
Ownership  

$1,091,797 $282,163 $809,634 

1/3 of NeoLoad 
license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

Year 3 Cost of 
Ownership 

$1,091,797 $282,163 $809,634 

1/3 of NeoLoad 
license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

Cumulative Three-Year 
TCO $3,275,392 $875,840 $2,399,551  

 
NeoLoad’s Three-year TCO is significantly lower (less than 1/3) compared to the TCO for LoadRunner  

                                            
 Cost comparison data based on recent LoadRunner Perpetual License deal reported by LoadRunner health care customer based 4

in mid-West USA with 2500 Concurrent VUs, .NET Deployment. Future years’ LoadRunner annual maintenance is conservatively 
assumed to remain at current level, with no year-year cost increases. 
5 Based on NL Enterprise standard fee structure 

 Split the NeoLoad Enterprise total perpetual license cost equally over 3 years 6
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Example 2 - Three-Year Total Cost of Ownership Break-Down & Cost/Time Savings7 
The following cost example illustrates the comparative costs when choosing whether to deploy NeoLoad or 
LoadRunner, where neither solution is the incumbent. 

Upfront/One-time Costs (Choosing Between NeoLoad and LoadRunner) 

Cost Element 
LoadRunner  

Cost 
NeoLoad Cost8 

Perpetual license  $   322,000  $    127,805  

Annual maintenance $     64,400  $      34,082  

  

Deployment time (days) 32.5 15 

Deployment - staff cost (overhead x days) $    18,750  $    8,653.85  

  

FTE product training (days) 5  3  

FTE training overhead/trainee  
(salary/FTE) 

$      2,055  $        1,233  

Onsite product training $    20,000  $        9,875  

Total training cost/FTE $    22,055  $      11,108  

 
        

Total License, prepaid maintenance, training, and deployment  
costs for Year 1 $ 427,205  $   96,445  

 
Up-front (license, deployment and training) costs are about 5x higher with LoadRunner vs NeoLoad 

 
Three-Year Total Cost of Ownership Calculation  
 

 
LoadRunner NeoLoad NeoLoad 

Savings9 
 

 

Year 1 Cost of 
Ownership  

$1,134,731 $301,925 $832,806 

Upfront/One-time costs +  
1/3 of license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

 Year 2 Cost of 
Ownership  

$1,134,731 $282,163 $852,567 

1/3 of license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

Year 3 Cost of 
Ownership 

$1,134,731 $282,163 $852,567 
1/3 of license cost 
allocation + ongoing 
operational costs 

Cumulative Three-Year 
TCO $3,404,192 $866,251 $2,537,941 

 

 
NeoLoad's Three-Year TCO is less than 1/3 the cost of LoadRunner 

                                            
 Cost comparison data based on recent LoadRunner Perpetual License deal reported by LoadRunner health care customer based 7

in mid-West USA with 2500 Concurrent VUs, .NET Deployment. Future years’ maintenance conservatively assumes LoadRunner 
maintains annual maintenance cost at current level, with no cost increases. 
8 Based on NL Enterprise standard fee structure 
Split NeoLoad Enterprise total perpetual license cost equally over 3 years 9 
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Why LoadRunner Users Switched to NeoLoad  

 
 “NeoLoad was chosen because of the balance of functionality, ease of use, and 
cost…HP (Mercury) LoadRunner employs a completely unreasonable pricing model.” -
Brian Daniel, Sr. QA Engineer, ICW Group 
 
 

 
“We did enjoy a cost saving when we made the switch to NeoLoad (from LoadRunner), but 
perhaps more importantly, we were able to reduce our risk when releasing new software. By 
generating larger numbers of virtual users and through its support of the PUSH technology, 
NeoLoad enabled us to construct much more realistic load scenarios.” -Adam Dance, Head of QA, IG 

Group 

 
 
 
 “NeoLoad lets us test in one day what previously took five days with LoadRunner. 
Now we can do performance testing every sprint without holding up the release.” 
-Andreas Papadopoulos, Head of Software Delivery, The Sporting Index  

 
 
 

“We switched from LoadRunner due to various reasons including cost, ease 
of use and robust features. We are able to use NeoLoad to quickly 
expand performance testing to all critical business applications and address 
some key performance issues.”  - Georges Lauture, Asst. Supervisor, QA Automation, 

Quality Assurance , NJM Insurance Group 

 
 
 

“… developers have been up and running within only three days compared to 
multiple weeks using LoadRunner… This is a significant achievement since the same 
test would have taken three or four days with our legacy tool, which is incompatible 
with the pace of our releases… Now, BCBS conducts performance testing on a weekly 
basis...” - Corey Bradley, AppSystems Analyst Consultant, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of TN 
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Conclusion 

The Neotys Performance Testing Platform has been a cost-effective, rewarding change for many Agile and 
DevOps software development lifecycles. By embracing NeoLoad, our customers report that they have 
increased productivity, decreased production issues, and are now able to deliver better quality applications 
over a significantly shorter timeframe.  
 
As the TCO calculations shown in this document illustrate, NeoLoad can deliver significant performance 
testing cost savings over time as compared to LoadRunner, including: 
 

• Lower Up-front (license, deployment and training) costs, about 20% of the cost for LoadRunner  
• Lower Ongoing costs due to: 

o Faster test design  
o Easier script maintenance leveraging automation 

 

Additional Cost Savings and Benefits with NeoLoad 
In addition to the hard costs that we have illustrated in this document, NeoLoad delivers several important 
benefits and associated cost savings that are harder to quantify (not included in the enclosed cost examples 
because of the many situation-specific variables involved). However, these points are still worth considering 
when calculating your organization’s Performance Testing TCO, specific to your exact situation and needs. 
These benefits and cost savings include: 
 

• Identification and Resolution of Performance Issues Earlier in the SDLC – NeoLoad enables 
“Shift Left” testing so that testing teams can find/fix performance bottlenecks early in the SDLC, 
where resolution is faster and less expensive. Customers have reported that they have improved 
overall application quality, reduced production issues by up to 8%, leading to significantly lower 
costs to address these problems. 
 

• Acceleration of Release Cycles – Incorporation of the automation built into NeoLoad can save a 
huge amount of time, both during design time and test execution (E.g. as part of the nightly build 
process). With this approach, performance testing becomes just another piece of the build – not an 
additional, manual step performed late in the SDLC. 

 
 

• Increased Confidence and Lower Risk - Cover more test cases; ensure professional-grade 
application quality; make testers trusted partners. Improved code quality because everything is 
KNOWN to perform as designed, under real-world loads  
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About Neotys 

The success of your digital strategy relies on your ability to deliver 
fast and reliable software, regularly. Creating great software 
quickly, using an optimized performance testing process is your 
competitive advantage – Agile and DevOps are part of the 
solution. 
 
Neotys has over 12 years of development investment into 
NeoLoad – the performance testing platform designed to 
accelerate Agile and DevOps processes. It’s built by engineers who recognized that in order to achieve their 
own Agile adoption objective, they needed to create a product that could facilitate superior load and 
performance testing continuously.  
 
The end result – up to 10x faster test creation and maintenance with NeoLoad. 
 
We truly believe that the Performance Engineer can become the critical application performance partner 
providing the best testing coverage while respecting the cadence of the Continuous Delivery process. As 
performance becomes the responsibility of the wider team, continued delivery of an optimized 
performance testing platform is what drives our work every day. 
 
For more information about Neotys and NeoLoad visit: www.neotys.com or contact sales@neotys.com 
 

 
 
 
 
Neotys and NeoLoad are registered trademarks of Neotys SAS in the USA and others countries. All other trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. Copyright © Neotys. All rights reserved. No reproduction, in whole or in part, without written permission. 
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